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        Your SOUL NUMBER reveals your inner, private self, the underlying motivations that influence your 

decisions and actions, your subconscious desires and most deeply ingrained attitudes. (It is determined 

by adding the values for the vowels in your full birth name.) 

 

        You PERSONALITY NUMBER shows how you express yourself outwardly, your appearance and the 

image you present, how others see you, your power of attraction and the surroundings you enjoy most. 

(It is determined by adding together the values for the consonants in your full birth name.) 

 

        Your DESTINY NUMBER represents your overall aims and the path you will follow in order to 

accomplish your life's purpose. (It is determined by adding together the values for all the letters in your 

full birth name.) 

 

        Your CAREER NUMBER shows your talents and gifts and what types of careers or vocations you are 

most suited for. (It is determined by adding together the digits for your birth date). 

 

        Your MISSING NUMBER (or numbers) show your areas of weakness and what is underdeveloped in 

your nature. They are determined by whatever number values are not represented in your full birth 

name.) 

 

        The FIRST INITIAL in your name indicates the most significant quality of your personality and the 

traits which make you unique in the eyes of other people. 

 

        The FIRST VOWEL of your name reveals your instinctive reaction to people and situations. 

 

Your Numerology report is based on the following calculations: 

 

Total for each letter: 
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Consonant Total : 2  (20) 

Vowel Total : 7  (25) 

Grand Total : 9  (45) 

Date Total : 6  (6) 

Missing Number(s) are : 1 8 

First letter is C 

First vowel is I 
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Your Soul Number is SEVEN. 

 

        Deep, serious, introspective, and analytical, you accept nothing at face value, and you are always 

probing into the hidden side or deeper meaning of situations and people. You are fascinated by the 

mysterious and unknown. You enjoy periods of solitude in peaceful surroundings, and need time to 

study, reflect, or meditate. You may be given to much daydreaming and flights of the imagination as 

well. The ocean has a powerful attraction for you. The study of philosophy, psychology, scientific 

research, metaphysics, or religion appeals to you. You are scientific in your approach to Truth. 

 

        Private, reserved, and rather secretive, there are probably very few who truly know and 

understand your inner thoughts, feelings, hopes, and aspirations. Unless you learn to share your deeper 

self more freely, and to be less of an idealistic perfectionist, you may be rather lonely. 

 

Your Personality Number is TWO. 

 

        You have a pleasing and agreeable appearance that is inviting, approachable, and attractive to 

others. 

 

        You often wait for a cue from someone else before you let your own preferences be known, and 

you are amenable to changing your own ideas, or tastes, if it will please or maintain harmony with your 

companions. You support and complement whomever you are with, and do not feel you need to be in 

the spotlight. 

 

        You enjoy conversation, friendly companionship, and a peaceful environment. You try to avoid 

discord as much as possible, and due to your graciousness and gentle manner, you usually succeed. 

 

        You seem shy, indecisive, or lacing in confidence at times, for you rarely make bold, definite 

statements either in words or dress. 

 

        You are very concerned with how others see you and are careful about your appearance. Your 

taste in clothing is somewhat subdued, though neat and balanced. You wear light or neutral colors best. 

 

Your Destiny Number is NINE. 

 

        Your concerns are broad, your sympathy is all-embracing, and your path lies in LIVING your ideals 

of universal brotherhood through compassionate service. 

 

        Tender-hearted and generous, you are easily swayed by emotion and by people in need. You need 

to learn discrimination, who you can really help and who will only drain you. Your interests are so wide, 

it may be difficult for you to focus and concentrate your attention on developing a single one. Try to 

discover where your talents lie (as shown by the other numbers in your name and birth date) and 

develop them as fully as you can, for the benefit of all. 
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        Working as a counselor, teacher, minister, in public or civic work, or in any area that involves 

making bridges between people and bringing them together would be appropriate for you. Music or the 

arts also suits you. 

 

        Much of the work you do will be subtle, inner, and spiritual: encouraging people to love, accept, 

and forgive themselves, bringing hope and being an ambassador of good will wherever you go. 

 

Your Career Number is SIX. 

 

        You are suited to activities that call for harmonizing, adjusting, giving advice or counseling, helping 

people, serving, nurturing, the cultivation of beauty, a sense of harmony, artistic creativity. 

 

        Careers and Vocations: Homemaking, kindergarten or elementary school teacher, guidance 

counselor, doctor, nurse, marriage and family counselor, volunteer work, community service, director 

of boy scouts or girl scouts, governess, professional hostess, interior decorating, artist, craftsperson, 

instructor, social worker, social services director, waiter, waitress, singer, musician, promoter of the 

arts and social welfare, manager of restaurant or cafe. 

 

Your Missing Number(s) are: 

 

        ONE: You lack courage, forcefulness, decisiveness, and a strong sense of self. You need to build up 

your confidence in yourself, assert yourself more boldly, and rely more on your own wisdom and 

approval rather than always looking to others for direction and answers. Try to discover you unique 

talents, what you do best, and develop them. 

 

        EIGHT: You lack business sense and may have little interest or ambition for material achievements 

and success. You can be very impractical and naive about finances, investments, legal procedures, and 

the ways of the world, thereby making foolish decisions. Try to develop an interest and an education in 

these matters to prevent regrettable and costly mistakes of judgment in your finances. You need to 

learn to manage time and resources more efficiently. 

 

        You disdain commercialism and don't understand its value. Therefore you are unlikely to be able to 

sell either products or ideas to others, which in turn may prevent you from sharing your creative efforts 

with a wide audience. 

 

Your First Vowel is I. 

 

        Your instinctive response to any situation is INTUITIVE DISCRIMINATION. You act according to your 

intuitive sense of a situation, and may seem entirely illogical and impervious to rational argument. You 

are sensitive and intelligent, with the ability to perceive and understand subtleties and complex issues. 
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        You are sympathetic, idealistic, and have a strong humanitarian impulse. You can be overly 

subjective, overly sensitive and emotional. You avoid confrontation as much as possible, and are 

sensitive to criticism and rejection. 

 

        You are also inspired intellectually or artistically and require a supportive atmosphere in which to 

develop these gifts. 

 

Your First Initial is C. 

 

        Friendly, gregarious, sociable, and communicative, you bring a cheerful attitude and a light touch 

to whatever you do. You are gifted with the ability to express yourself clearly, openly and easily, and 

you love to exchange ideas and impressions with others. You could be an excellent teacher or 

salesperson; negatively, your "gift for gab" could make you a tattle-tale and a gossip. It is hard for you 

to keep things to yourself! 

 

        You have numerous interests and tend to scatter your energy and attention into too many 

directions at once. You may need to overcome carelessness and learn to use your time and energy 

efficiently. You have a gift for creative self-expression and speaking, singing, writing, or the performing 

arts are your cup of tea. 

 


